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STATE WATCH 

Los Angeles Times: Rampant Medication Use Found Among L.A. County Foster, 
Delinquent Kids  
Los Angeles County officials are allowing the use of powerful psychiatric drugs on far more 
children in the juvenile delinquency and foster care systems than they had previously 
acknowledged, according to data obtained by The Times through a Public Records Act request. 
The newly unearthed figures show that Los Angeles County's 2013 accounting failed to report 
almost one in three cases of children on the drugs while in foster care or the custody of the 
delinquency system. (Therolf, 2/16) 

LAO Report: State Could Lose $1 Billion 

California stands to lose about $1 billion in federal health care funding through potential 
elimination of the current managed care organization tax if the governor's proposed revision of 
the tax is not approved by federal officials, according to a report issued last week by the state 
Legislative Analyst's Office. (2/17/Gorn) 

Covered California Extends Enrollment Deadline for Some 

Last week, Covered California extended by five days the deadline for enrolling in health 
coverage for many consumers, the Modesto Bee reports (Carlson, Modesto Bee, 2/12). 

Covered Calif. on Track to Meet Enrollment Goals, Officials Say 

With less than a week left in Covered California's second open enrollment period, exchange 
officials say they expect to reach their enrollment goal with a last-minute surge in sign-
ups, KPBS reports. 

MARKETPLACE 

Kaiser Health News: Figuring Out If A Doctor Is In Your Network Is Harder Than You 
Think  
“Is this doctor in my insurance network?” is part of the litany of questions many people routinely 
ask when considering whether to see a particular doctor. Unfortunately, in some cases the 
answer may not be a simple yes or no. (Andrews, 2/17) 

http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-children-psychotropic-meds-20150217-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-children-psychotropic-meds-20150217-story.html
http://www.californiahealthline.org/capitol-desk/2015/2/lao-report-state-could-lose-1-billion
http://www.californiahealthline.org/articles/2015/2/17/covered-california-extends-enrollment-deadline-for-some
http://news.coveredca.com/2015/02/open-enrollment-enters-its-final-days.html
http://www.modbee.com/news/local/article9934334.html
http://www.californiahealthline.org/articles/2015/2/11/covered-calif-on-track-to-meet--enrollment-goals-officials-say
http://www.kpbs.org/news/2015/feb/10/covered-california-enrollment-deadline-less-week-a/
http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/figuring-out-if-a-doctor-is-in-your-network-is-harder-than-you-think/
http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/figuring-out-if-a-doctor-is-in-your-network-is-harder-than-you-think/


 

Los Angeles Times: Republican Lawmakers Hold The Line Against Obamacare At State 
Level  
As President Obama fights in Congress and the courts to preserve the nation's sweeping 
healthcare law, the Affordable Care Act faces still another threat to its viability: Republicans in 
statehouses, many bucking governors of their own party eager to accept its flow of federal 
dollars. [The state lawmakers] have proved far more effective at thwarting the 2010 healthcare 
law than their Republican counterparts in Washington, who have voted more than 50 times to 
repeal all or part of the program many call Obamacare, largely to no avail. (Barabak and Levey, 
2/16) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The New York Times: Vaccinations Are States’ Call  
Now, with a measles outbreak that has affected 121 people in 17 states and Washington, D.C. 
— and an unusually high number of cases last year, 644 — people who refuse to vaccinate their 
children have become a focus of resentment and concern. Laws that allow parents to opt out of 
immunization are also coming under scrutiny. Can the government go further? Can officials 
require that citizens receive vaccines? The answer, legal experts say, is yes. The authority to 
require vaccination belongs to the states. (Grady, 2/16) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: A New Fix For Obamacare  
While several Republicans in Congress have offered serious proposals to replace Obamacare, 
debating a wholesale replacement of the Affordable Care Act would take months, even years. 
But it is essential for Congress to move fast on a short-term solution. About 85 percent of 
people who bought plans on the exchanges receive subsidies, and most could not afford the 
policies without them. If fewer people are enrolled and new enrollments decline, premiums will 
rise, leading to the breakdown of the exchange markets. ... Fortunately, there is a way out, one 
that President Obama, forced by the court to the negotiating table, might be willing to accept. 
(Grace-Marie Turner and Diana Furchtgott-Roth, 2/13) 

Modern Healthcare: King Plaintiffs Likely Lack Legal Standing But Supreme Court 
Unlikely To Care  
It isn't exactly surprising that all four individual plaintiffs in the King v. Burwell case have dubious 
legal standing to pursue their challenge to Obamacare's premium subsidies before the U.S. 
Supreme Court, as the Wall Street Journal has reported. Similar legal standing questions arose 
in 2011 about the two individual plaintiffs challenging the constitutionality of the Affordable Care 
Act in the case that ultimately led to the Supreme Court narrowly upholding the law in 2012. ... 
The irony is that all four of the plaintiffs in the pending case and at least one of the plaintiffs in 
the earlier case are people who very likely would benefit from Obamacare's premium subsidies 
to make coverage affordable and its rules against insurers' denying coverage based on pre-
existing conditions. (Harris Meyer, 2/13) 

 

http://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/la-na-adv-obamacare-republican-statehouse-20150216-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/la-na-adv-obamacare-republican-statehouse-20150216-story.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/17/health/vaccinations-are-states-call.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/14/opinion/a-new-fix-for-obamacare.html
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20150213/BLOG/302139995&cachebust=FFLS
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20150213/BLOG/302139995&cachebust=FFLS
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STATE WATCH                                                                      

Covered California Will 'Easily' Hit Goal 

Covered California came close to its stated goal of 500,000 enrollees for its second open enrollment 
period -- and Tuesday's extension of the deadline until Feb. 22 for "hundreds of thousands" of potential 
enrollees will certainly push the exchange past its goal, Covered California officials said Tuesday. 
(Gorn,/2/18) 

Los Angeles Times: Covered California May Offer Special Obamacare Enrollment Period  
California's health exchange, after notching 1.4 million in Obamacare enrollment as of Sunday's deadline, 
said it may give uninsured people subject to a tax penalty yet another chance to sign up. In addition, the 
Covered California exchange granted applicants until this Sunday to finish enrolling in case they ran into 
long lines or computer glitches. That matches what the federal marketplace is doing in 37 other states. 
California had previously offered an extension till Friday. (Terhune and Karlamangla, 2/17) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The Washington Post: White House: 11.4 Million ‘And Counting’ Signed Up For 
Obamacare In 2015  
About 11.4 million Americans have signed up for private health insurance coverage through Obamacare 
exchanges by the official end of the law's second-ever enrollment period, the White House announced in 
a video Tuesday night. The announcement indicates the Obama administration will beat its own 2015 
enrollment goals after a much quieter sign-up season this year. But the announcement also comes just 
weeks before the Supreme Court will hear a case challenging the legality of premium subsidies provided 
through the nearly three dozen states relying on HealthCare.gov for enrollment. (Millman, 2/17) 

MARKETPLACE 

Politico: Behind The Curtain, Troubles Persist In HealthCare.Gov  
Behind the scenes, HealthCare.gov is still a mess. The “back end” of the Obamacare website still isn’t 
properly wired to the health insurance companies. It’s slow going for health plans to make sure the 11.4 
million people who have signed up end up in the right plan. Subsidy payments aren’t automated, so the 
insurers get payments based on estimates. And adding information like a marriage or the birth of a child 
is a convoluted, multi-step process. ... Instead of a swift process, health plans use clunky workarounds 
and manual spreadsheets. It takes time and it costs money. (Pradhan and Norman, 2/17) 

http://www.californiahealthline.org/capitol-desk/2015/2/covered-california-will-easily-hit-goal
http://connect.kff.org/e1t/c/*W2CtZd58VTmJFW2MXZng4WZjsk0/*W6JZF5Y68lmZNV3WF5V6y39XL0/5/f18dQhb0S65N2dYTs8TvNJw33TDD8W4_qcg83QNzhvW7-yJf68XsKVtV-P4m530yNV7W3qZQpG6N5RZ0VnQ8QN4H3TpVW2wCPHG70lp2CN2p6CZqh7vfWW5dcgX17SZYCdW6ZTtVz21Q83bW6CjbCV6B2NHHW89VXkx6YrmHqW7Y_RZ77lKWmvN41H2GzrTLrQW3Dq0Fz1YT8dzVbt6YJ1fZph-W1PJgbc8p5G-HW5rhQ_q24nVD6W8kWjQG5KsgpSW4p3zvj6FsN7VW66Wjj12vCJ9VN72lxcnsMdgXW7f4TGy4B6vMmW1TS4PY2Y5KZjN7HMnkl2p236W97nWXH8TctPfW7JmwLW2jZ9PHW6MclrB7-RP1tN7cxTPHMFclVW1Byxnp7hCgL0W2f6QVq5wShcLVS1ydD2YNqVZW5_WG9h1j2P17W5H8HJV6YyPNQW6cBK3L7mcfLSW2Vd57m2ZZ41wW30myjp77C5zwW6J9xY310ZGT3W5TqSnh1FV4gqW1HZrHc7ZpJR2W7xbqjn4k7qnJW8wh1cD2wbLsyW5X1SsV5yxFyZW7nhmvJ1k-G4MW47SPrn4HvdQLW6_RlC42hXbl4W4zhYd74WpDYs0
http://connect.kff.org/e1t/c/*W2CtZd58VTmJFW2MXZng4WZjsk0/*W5nspBv7WBvlHW8Cl69x1XBzb90/5/f18dQhb0S65N73DC8NV11Ttn1vWV2bW5hTSRn1DDzY0W7yflSP6RGHCWV4yrCp2r3R6KW64Xrvf3T53jYW28Qy175-SP5KW8v4SNx2W7KvWW7lWrPg68KB3vW8tPjn_500167W8Nm7nH8Rqf9LW8pv-vN7dBFlsVhf74w8RmyDdW6J8WjM3Z6zVCW1tDkmM57Qj2HW5CbS4z2vf54RW6cZv_-7mSQycN5dTcK5djK3GW4XLFLr3q9wSdN1tH7tsmT6RzVC1Smc5l45kTVCm2xX49rk6HW7Hy44d7t8TlCV27ZmP5JR7BQW4szd853BW-4jW45gCyy78CyhyW81Y1RY1JZMGjW33gMTB5sV7PdW2zx1gD3g5bhQW6wGdQ77KKB74W8WGK9n4cdYQpW4HTMJP1Y52D9W8C3W7L1ky5c7W77NZXr7jzWrPW8rgx924jh0PgW29HpQ286XTfkVKkSSg8JNXbmW3KdyYL1j7Kf-W44yynr8YlLwbW1VFJmN7ycSs1W1jq_9g8wVNS7W4tRrDV81NwfhW18l0Dj9bVfdNW72RVQP7_SgxTW5L2kvt8YLmWcW6m96G880HBMTVKG5HC5P8c-LW7W0_-b86_07LW9h0RX12WdWx5W3bgDqH4DBJrMW8JxFMY55mxhSW89L3dB2c4Vxzf6WXHDF04
http://connect.kff.org/e1t/c/*W2CtZd58VTmJFW2MXZng4WZjsk0/*W5nspBv7WBvlHW8Cl69x1XBzb90/5/f18dQhb0S65N73DC8NV11Ttn1vWV2bW5hTSRn1DDzY0W7yflSP6RGHCWV4yrCp2r3R6KW64Xrvf3T53jYW28Qy175-SP5KW8v4SNx2W7KvWW7lWrPg68KB3vW8tPjn_500167W8Nm7nH8Rqf9LW8pv-vN7dBFlsVhf74w8RmyDdW6J8WjM3Z6zVCW1tDkmM57Qj2HW5CbS4z2vf54RW6cZv_-7mSQycN5dTcK5djK3GW4XLFLr3q9wSdN1tH7tsmT6RzVC1Smc5l45kTVCm2xX49rk6HW7Hy44d7t8TlCV27ZmP5JR7BQW4szd853BW-4jW45gCyy78CyhyW81Y1RY1JZMGjW33gMTB5sV7PdW2zx1gD3g5bhQW6wGdQ77KKB74W8WGK9n4cdYQpW4HTMJP1Y52D9W8C3W7L1ky5c7W77NZXr7jzWrPW8rgx924jh0PgW29HpQ286XTfkVKkSSg8JNXbmW3KdyYL1j7Kf-W44yynr8YlLwbW1VFJmN7ycSs1W1jq_9g8wVNS7W4tRrDV81NwfhW18l0Dj9bVfdNW72RVQP7_SgxTW5L2kvt8YLmWcW6m96G880HBMTVKG5HC5P8c-LW7W0_-b86_07LW9h0RX12WdWx5W3bgDqH4DBJrMW8JxFMY55mxhSW89L3dB2c4Vxzf6WXHDF04
http://connect.kff.org/e1t/c/*W2CtZd58VTmJFW2MXZng4WZjsk0/*N5bfmgGX2t73W3XNHRZ5SsF7r0/5/f18dQhb0S2C62Rwhz9V126y42vhVmBW3cGSZF2Zd9JJW6bh8L23MGCkQW3ljL2V3Jwk3NN3S-pTJXvPblVNZ-bL1LFb4PVN4cVS70554RN2pTCK4zn9vBW8sKYhD74x0tPW8H445W7xyGS7W2HMq3w4r-5SSVc-5nF5XW0Z8W5MZ8qW5JwckPV1vkQV7bzB2vN1tcg49Qx-v0W4XnTlh6ZpcGKW8W1r3W2mS8K6W2qRBxB4_4SC_W7d2WwP8Fl9tNW37ncQ43Zz1hBW3lZQNm3X6dG2W8wJkG96Q1Qr-W6yLTYx5YX7vZW67M62g82kcD8W3F4v0G4jXkFQN5V_78MdzfP6W167n7l2vkP48W8_8Y537lK2FWN2rFlW9V7qwwW3Vhh8g1z1zwtW6PdGMj89KlgyW6T53bv1YXRMxVpGG-z20SGqhW6hMFmG1Qm0xfW8CM4d639YH3hVWL32l5gNrKKW8b9wzm5rPZGwW8Vg5lc80Y7_qW5xGBbl5LkHKLW36vHj-275WqXN7n-dlrhmhGwW6-_QfH66yMGSW8Kkqrn2TwThpW6mlczQ5_czDfW6zdpgL2nbyT1N8yyhSdV9cQDf5zRB4R03


Kaiser Health News: Advocates Want Obamacare Available To Pregnant Women Any 
Time  
The Obama administration often touts the health benefits women have gained under the Affordable Care 
Act, including the option to sign up for coverage outside of open enrollment periods if they’re "having a 
baby." But advocates complain the special insurance enrollment period begins only after a birth. As a 
result, uninsured women who learn they are pregnant outside of the regular three-month open enrollment 
period, which this year ended Sunday, can get stuck paying thousands of dollars for prenatal care and a 
delivery — or worse, going without care. (Galewitz, 2/18) 

Bloomberg: CVS Joins Express Scripts In Targeting New Cholesterol Drugs  
The first patients to use the PCSK9 drugs are likely to be those who have a form of high bad cholesterol 
caused by a genetic variation that affects about 620,000 Americans. Once the drugs are approved for 
broader use, the population taking them could grow to as many as 15 million, according to CVS. The total 
costs of the medicines, and the strain on the finances of the health system, could be much greater than 
from Gilead Sciences Inc.’s hepatitis C drug Sovaldi, which first hit the market at $84,000 for a course of 
treatment. (Koons, 2/17) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: The Modern Asylum  
Last month, three ethicists from the University of Pennsylvania argued in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association that the movement to deinstitutionalize the mentally ill has been a failure. 
Deinstitutionalization, they wrote, has in truth been “transinstitutionalization.” As a hospital psychiatrist, I 
see this every day. Patients with chronic, severe mental illnesses are still in facilities — only now they are 
in medical hospitals, nursing homes and, increasingly, jails and prisons, places that are less appropriate 
and more expensive than long-term psychiatric institutions. The ethicists argue that the “way forward 
includes a return to psychiatric asylums.” And they are right. (Christine Montross, 2/18) 

The Washington Post: Republicans Want To Reform Disability Insurance. Here’s Why 
That’s Hard.  
Republicans have been railing against big government for years, but for the past two decades they have 
all but ignored the growth of one of the nation’s biggest and costliest programs: Social Security Disability 
Insurance (SSDI). That may be changing. Congressional Republicans are making noises about 
fundamental reforms, voicing concerns that “malingerers” are swelling the ranks of the beneficiaries .... 
SSDI is a big target. It provides a monthly check to more than 10 million people at a cost of $140 billion 
annually in 2013. The program has been growing for years, a surge attributed to a mix of factors, 
including the increase in Social Security’s full retirement age, the aging of the baby boomers and the 
growth of women in the workforce (which has increased the pool of possible recipients). (Thomas F. 
Burke and Jeb Barnes, 2/17) 
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STATE WATCH                                                                   

State Officials Get Earful About 'Temporary' Medi-Cal Provider Moratorium from 1999 

On Wednesday, legislators directed the Department of Health Care Services to revisit its policy to 
regularly extend a moratorium on certain fee-for-service Medi-Cal providers that dates back to 1999. At 
yesterday's Senate Committee on Health hearing, DHCS officials said the moratorium policy has worked 
well and they're loathe to abandon it. 

The Washington Post: Is Court-Ordered Outpatient Treatment Of The Mentally Ill Worth 
The Cost?  
Money. State and local governments never seem to have enough to meet the demand for mental health 
services. For years now, a much-touted solution to that problem has been mandatory outpatient 
treatment, also known as assisted outpatient treatment, or AOT. Such programs have typically targeted a 
small portion of the seriously mentally ill — sometimes less than two percent — who are frequent fliers in 
state hospitals and local jails, and thus responsible for a disproportionate chunk of public spending on 
those services. ... Only a handful of states, including Maryland, have either not adopted or not 
implemented mandatory outpatient treatment laws. (Shin, 2/18) 

NPR: Why A Court Once Ordered Kids Vaccinated Against Their Parents' Will  
A highly contagious disease was sweeping across the United States. Thousands of children were sick 
and some were dying. In the midst of this outbreak, health officials did something that experts say had 
never been done before and hasn't been done since. They forced parents to vaccinate their children. It 
sounds like something that would have happened a hundred years ago. But this was 1991. And the 
disease wasn't particularly deadly. It was measles. (Kelto, 2/19) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The Associated Press: UCLA Says More Than 100 May Have Encountered 'Superbug'  
Similar outbreaks of Carbapenem-Resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) have been reported around the 
nation. They are difficult to treat because some varieties are resistant to most known antibiotics. By one 
estimate, CRE can contribute to death in up to half of seriously infected patients, according to the national 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (Jablon, 2/19) 
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HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The New York Times: As Health Exchange Sign-Ups Rise, So Do Stakes For Supreme 
Court  
The Obama administration said Wednesday that 8.6 million people in 37 states had selected or renewed 
health plans through the federal insurance marketplace, and that most of them would suffer if the 
Supreme Court blocked premium subsidies for consumers in those states. ... Sylvia Mathews Burwell, the 
secretary of health and human services, said she did not know how many of the 11.4 million people were 
previously uninsured. But she said that more than 85 percent of those obtaining insurance in the federal 
marketplace qualified for premium subsidies in the form of tax credits. It was, she said, inconceivable that 
Congress meant to deny premium assistance to them — simply because their states did not set up 
exchanges — while providing it to residents of New York, California and other states that run their own 
insurance marketplaces. (Pear, 2/18) 

McClatchy: 2015 Health Care Enrollment Nears Goal Of 9.1 Million  
Health and Human Services Secretary Sylvia Burwell said Wednesday that she was optimistic about 
reaching the Obama administration’s goal of having 9.1 million Americans enrolled in coverage under the 
health care law by the end of the year. More than 11.4 million people selected private health plans or re-
enrolled in coverage through the nation’s health insurance marketplaces during the three-month 
enrollment period that ended last Sunday for most people. But officials expect that number to dwindle to 
9.1 million throughout the year as people drop coverage for a variety of reasons, including nonpayment of 
premiums, relocation, and changes in employment and marital status. (Pugh, 2/18) 

USA Today: After Obamacare Surge, Officials Consider Special Sign-Ups  
State and federal governments saw a huge, last-minute surge in Obamacare sign-ups ahead of last 
Sunday's deadline, boosting total enrollment that surpassed the administration's expectations. Of the 11.4 
million Americans who have newly enrolled or re-enrolled in private health coverage through the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) this year, 8.6 million signed up through the federal marketplace and about 2.8 
million through state-based exchanges, federal officials said Wednesday. ... Now many officials are 
considering a special enrollment period for Americans who discover at tax time they'll face a penalty for 
not having insurance. Burwell said federal officials will make a decision in the next two weeks. (O'Donnell 
and Unger, 2/18) 

SPENDING AND FISCAL BATTLES 

Bloomberg: U.S. Health Care Spending Is On The Rise Again  
The national medical bill may be back to growing faster than gross domestic product. After five years of 
historically slow growth, new data show U.S. health-care spending accelerated significantly in 2014. The 
analysis, from the Altarum Institute research group and based on preliminary government data, shows 
health spending increasing by 5 percent last year, compared to 3.6 percent in 2013. If confirmed by the 
final tally, health-care spending during 2014 would mark the biggest jump since before the recession. 
(Tozzi, 2/18) 

The New York Times: 3 Drugs For An Eye Disease, With Big Price Gaps, Are Found To Be 
Equals  
At a time of rising concern over the cost of medicines, a government-funded study has found that three 
drugs, ranging in price from $50 to $1,950 a dose, are equally effective in treating many cases of a 
common form of vision loss caused by diabetes. But the most expensive drug – Eylea, sold by 
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Regeneron Pharmaceuticals – was more effective for patients who had poorer vision before starting 
treatment. (Pollack, 2/18) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: When One Penalty Is Enough  
Millions of Americans may be in for a shock when they file tax returns and learn that they have to pay a 
fine for failing to enroll in health insurance in 2014 and an even bigger fine for failing to enroll in 2015 
before the enrollment period ended on Feb. 15. While there is nothing they can do to avoid the 2014 fine, 
which must be paid this year, they could avoid the 2015 fine, payable next year, if the Obama 
administration allowed them more time to enroll. (2/19) 

Bloomberg: Will Obamacare Join Tax Season Chaos?  
Apparently, there is a movement afoot to get the Barack Obama administration to line up the Affordable 
Care Act's open-enrollment period with tax season. The reason: Many people are going to find out in 
March or April that they owe a penalty for not having the minimum essential insurance coverage. ... At 
first blush, it seems like a no-brainer to just move open enrollment so that people who get hit with the 
penalty can have an ouchie, then log on to the exchange to sign up. However, it's actually a lot more 
complicated than that. (Megan McArdle, 2/19) 
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STATE WATCH                                                                   

State 'A Few Weeks' From Waiver Draft 

The state is weeks away from finishing the first draft of a new 1115 federal Medicaid waiver, according to 
Jennifer Kent, director of the Department of Health Care Services. In her first legislative hearing since 
being appointed director last month, Kent told the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Health and Human 
Services about potential gaps and opportunities in the state's health care system. (Gorn,2/20) 

San Francisco Chronicle: State Must Release Mental Health Records In Full, Court Rules  
In a victory for public access to government information, the state Supreme Court ruled unanimously 
Thursday that California health officials must release complete records of violations of patients’ rights at 
institutions for the mentally ill and developmentally disabled. Only the patients’ names would be deleted 
from the records. (Egelko, 2/19) 

Los Angeles Times: Harris Discusses Looming Decision On Sale Of Catholic Hospitals  
California Atty. Gen. Kamala D. Harris said she is nearing a decision on the hotly debated proposed sale 
of a chain of struggling Catholic hospitals to a for-profit company in Ontario. “We’re going to be looking at 
it and making a decision based on protecting access to healthcare services and maintaining the continuity 
of care -- that's a big concern and a big issue -- and then protecting workers," Harris said. ... Harris is 
facing a Friday deadline to decide whether to sign off on Prime Healthcare Services Inc.'s proposed 
purchase of six California hospitals operated by the Daughters of Charity Health System. (Pfeifer and 
Mehta, 2/19) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Kaiser Health News: Tax Time Reprieve For Obamacare Procrastinators  
The Obama administration said Friday it will allow a special health law enrollment period from March 15 to 
April 30 for consumers who realize while filling out their taxes that they owe a fee for not signing up for 
coverage last year. The special enrollment period applies to people in the 37 states covered by the 
federal marketplace, though some state-run exchanges are also expected to follow suit. (Galewitz, 2/20) 

Kaiser Health News: Many Uninsured Don’t Realize They May Face A Tax Penalty  
KHN's consumer columnist Michelle Andrews reports: "A “teachable moment” is one way to describe the 
consternation that many uninsured people may feel when they file their taxes this spring and realize they 
owe a penalty for not having health insurance. According to a new survey, the number of people who may 
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need to be schooled is substantial: Forty-four percent of uninsured people who may be subject to the 
penalty say they know nothing or only a little about the penalty they may face." (Andrews, 2/20) 

Reuters: For Obamacare Challengers, A Supreme Court Case Built For Speed  
The U.S. Supreme Court case that could shatter President Barack Obama's healthcare law this year was 
launched as a backup plan by a libertarian group and a powerful Washington lawyer frustrated by the 
slow progress of their original lawsuit. Their success in persuading the court to take the ideologically 
driven case owes to a combination of canny legal tactics and the willingness of at least four justices to 
hear it in unusually swift time. Oral arguments are set for March 4. (Biskupic, 2/20) 

PBS NewsHour: A Look At The Challenges Threatening The Health Of Obamacare  
More than 11 million people have signed up for insurance coverage in the second year of the new 
marketplaces. That’s higher than year one, when 6.7 million people ultimately enrolled through federal or 
state exchanges. But there are big questions ahead. ... Sylvia Mathews Burwell is the secretary of health 
and human services. I sat down with her earlier today at the agency’s headquarters. (Ifill, 2/19) 

Fact Check/USA Today: Moving The Goalposts On ACA Enrollment  
President Obama says the Affordable Care Act is working "a little bit better than we anticipated," based 
on the 11.4 million people who signed up for insurance on the exchanges during the recent open 
enrollment period. That's better than the administration anticipated, but worse than a Congressional 
Budget Office projection. (Robertson, 2/19) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Los Angeles Times: FDA Knew Of Design Flaw In Scope Linked To UCLA Superbug  
A commonly used medical scope linked to a deadly bacterial outbreak at UCLA may be so flawed it 
cannot be properly cleaned, federal officials conceded Thursday. But they stopped short of recalling the 
device or outlining any new sterilization procedures. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has known 
about the potential problems for more than two years, and took action only after The Times reported this 
week that two patients died in a new superbug outbreak at UCLA's Ronald Reagan Medical Center. 
(Levey, Terhune and Willman, 2/19) 

The Associated Press: Los Angeles Hospital 'Superbug' Takes Toll On Infected  
Among the seven people infected by a "superbug" outbreak tied to medical instruments at a Los Angeles 
hospital is an 18-year-old student who has spent nearly three months in the hospital and is in grave 
condition, his attorney said. The young man was struggling not to become the third of those infected at 
Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center to die, Attorney Kevin Boyle said Thursday. (Chang and Rogers, 
2/20) 

The New York Times: Deadly CRE Germs Linked To Hard-To-Clean Medical Scopes  
The CRE germs usually strike people receiving medical care in hospitals or nursing homes, including 
patients on breathing machines or dependent on catheters. Healthy people are rarely, if ever, affected. 
But the bugs attack broadly, and the infections they cause are not limited to people with severely 
compromised immune systems, said Dr. Thomas R. Frieden, director of the federal Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. “This is exactly what we are worried about,” Dr. Frieden said of the California 
infections in an interview. “CRE is becoming increasingly common in hospitals around the U.S. If we 
aren’t careful, it may well get out into the community and make common infections, like urinary infections, 
and cuts potentially deadly.” (Tavernise, 2/19) 
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HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH 

JAMA Internal Medicine: Patient-Centered Medical Home Implementation And Use Of 
Preventive Services  
The patient-centered medical home (PCMH) model of primary care is being implemented in a wide variety 
of socioeconomic contexts, yet there has been little research on whether its effects differ by context. 
Clinical preventive service use, including cancer screening, is an important outcome to assess the 
effectiveness of the PCMH .... A longitudinal study spanning July 1, 2009, through June 30, 2012, using 
data from the Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Physician Group Incentive Program was conducted. ... 
The implementation of a PCMH was associated with higher breast, cervical, and colorectal cancer 
screening rates .... PCMH implementation was associated with larger increases in screening in lower 
socioeconomic practice settings. (Markovitz et al., 2/17) 

The Kaiser Family Foundation: The ACA And Medicaid Expansion Waivers  
As of February 2015, 29 states including DC are implementing the [Medicaid] expansion. Nearly all states 
(24 of 29) are implementing the expansion as set forth by law, but a limited number of states have 
obtained or are seeking approval through Section 1115 waivers to implement the expansion in ways that 
extend beyond the flexibility provided by the law .... This brief provides an overview of the role of Section 
1115 waivers in expanding coverage since the enactment of the ACA. The brief also highlights key 
themes in these waivers including implementing the Medicaid expansion through a premium assistance 
model, charging premiums, eliminating certain required benefits (most notably non-emergency medical 
transportation), and using healthy behavior incentives. (Rudowitz, Artiga and Musumeci, 2/17) 

Reuters: Racial Gaps In Diabetes Not Tied To Social, Economic Status  
Social and economic status does not explain the racial gaps in the care and outcomes of kids with type 1 
diabetes, according to a new study. The finding suggests researchers look to other factors that may 
explain the racial gap in type 1 diabetes care, such as the perceptions of doctors and families, write the 
researchers in the journal Pediatrics February 16. (Doyle, 2/16) 

Los Angeles Times: Vaccine That Targets 9 Strains Of HPV Boosts Cancer Protection, 
Study Says  
When it comes to HPV vaccines, more protection is better. A new version of the vaccine that fights nine 
strains of human papillomavirus offered greater cancer protection for women than the earlier one that 
targets only four, researchers reported Wednesday. (Kaplan, 2/18) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: The Plot To Kill Health Care  
Republicans hate activist judges — those black-robed elites who are willing to upset the lives of millions 
of people just to further a political cause. Ditto trial lawyers trolling for clients, the ambulance-chasing, 
“Better Call Saul” guys. They hate them, until they need them. And in the raw power play that is behind 
the attempt to kick millions of people off health care gained through the Affordable Care Act, Republicans 
are attempting one of the most brazen manipulations of the legal system in modern times. To pull it off, 
they’re relying on a toxically politicized judiciary to make law, and to make a mockery of everything that 
conservative legal scholars profess to believe. (Timothy Egan, 2/20) 

Forbes: Contra White House, Obamacare Exchanges Enroll Roughly 5 Million Uninsured, 
Not 11.4 Million  
Last night, the White House tweeted that “about 11.4 million Americans are signed up for private health 
coverage” through Obamacare’s insurance exchanges. President Obama claims that this figure proves 
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that his health law is working. But once you unravel the spin, what the latest numbers show is that the 
pace of enrollment in Obamacare’s exchanges has slowed down by more than half. If previous trends 
hold, Obamacare exchanges have enrolled roughly 5 million previously uninsured individuals: a far cry 
from 11.4 million. (Avik Roy, 2/18) 

USA Today: Affordable Care Act Is Working  
Over the past three months, millions of Americans sent a powerful message: The Affordable Care Act is 
working, and the quality health coverage offered on its Health Insurance Marketplace is a product that 
consumers need, want and like. ... Health insurers sent a message as well. Twenty-five percent more of 
them offered coverage in the Marketplace compared to the last open enrollment. ... Given this progress, 
it's time to move beyond efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act. (Health and Human Services Secretary 
Sylvia M. Burwell, 2/19) 

news@JAMA: Is The Patient CARE Act Heir Apparent To The Affordable Care Act?  
The first week of February was an eventful one on Capitol Hill. First, on February 3, 2015, the House of 
Representatives passed HR 596, its 56th attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Two days 
later, a news release from the Senate Committee on Finance announced that Republican Senators 
Richard Burr (NC), Orrin Hatch (Utah), and Fred Upton (Mich) unveiled the Patient Choice, Affordability, 
Responsibility, and Empowerment (CARE) Act, described as a “legislative plan that repeals Obamacare 
and replaces it with common-sense, patient-focused reforms that reduce health care costs and increase 
access to affordable, high-quality care.” (Adashi, 2/18) 
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